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ABSTRACT: Electrochemical sensors have found a wide range of
applications in analytical chemistry thanks to the advent of highthroughput printing technologies. However, these techniques are
usually limited to two-dimensional (2D) geometry with relatively
large minimal feature sizes. Here, we report on the scalable
fabrication of monolithically integrated electrochemical devices
with novel and customizable ﬁber-based architectures. The
multimaterial thermal drawing technique is employed to coprocess polymer composites and metallic glass into uniform
electroactive and pseudoreference electrodes embedded in an
insulating polymer cladding ﬁber. To demonstrate the versatility of
the process, we tailor the ﬁber microstructure to two conﬁgurations: a small-footprint ﬁber tip sensor and a high-surface-area capillary cell. We demonstrate the performance of our devices
using cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry for the direct detection and quantiﬁcation of paracetamol, a common anesthetic
drug. Finally, we showcase a fully portable pipet-based analyzer using low-power electronics and an “electrochemical pipet tip” for
direct sampling and analysis of microliter-range volumes. Our approach paves the way toward novel materials and architectures for
eﬃcient electrochemical sensing to be deployed in existing and novel personal care and surgical conﬁgurations.
KEYWORDS: thermal drawing, multimaterial ﬁbers, electrochemical sensors, ﬁber technology, metallic glasses
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cell level.8,9 The electrospinning method is also a promising
ﬁeld of research for the production of carbon nanoﬁber mat
electrodes with high surface area, fast electron transfer, and
ease of surface functionalization.10,11 New electrode conﬁgurations have also been pursued by means of thee-dimensional
(3D) printing technologies for the fabrication of electrochemical sensors at minimal costs, providing ease of
fabrication, high batch-to-batch reproducibility, and design
ﬂexibility.12,13 Plastic conductive ﬁlaments for electrode
printing are, however, currently limited to carbon nanotubes
or graphene-infused polymers. As a consequence, most
applications require the use of external Ag/AgCl reference
and/or platinum counter electrodes, although some works
make use of graphite pseudoreference.12,14,15 Metal-based
electrodes have been developed using 3D printing methods,16,17 but require expensive equipment, an additional
electroplating step, and oﬀer a limited electrochemical
potential window.18 Overall, the assembly of both electroactive
and reference electrodes in a precise, nonplanar, and scalable
way remains a multimaterial processing challenge.

INTRODUCTION
Electrochemical sensors have been widely adopted in analytical
chemistry thanks to their sensitivity, experimental simplicity,
and low cost. Additive manufacturing methods such as screen
printing and inkjet printing technologies have provided a cheap
and reproducible method for the mass production of
disposable electrochemical devices with consistent chemical
performance that are now marketed for industrial, pharmaceutical, or environmental analyses.1,2 Improvements in
conductivity or electroanalytical performances have further
been achieved through postprocessing techniques, such as
sintering/curing, and surface modiﬁcation of carbon paste
electrode with nanomaterials such as gold nanoparticles,3
carbon nanotubes,4 carbon black,5 and graphene.6 However,
printing technologies require a precise control over the
composition and viscosity of conductive inks to guarantee
reproducible sensors performances, while being restrained to
planar geometries of relatively large dimensions.
Extensive research has been carried out in terms of new
electrode conﬁgurations and materials to further improve the
versatility and sensitivity of electrochemical sensor devices.
Micrometer-scale electrodes, for instance, can exhibit attractive
features such as improved signal-to-noise-ratio, immunity to
ohmic drop, and high mass transport.7 Recent progresses in
this direction include the development of nanoscale pipetbased electrochemical probes as miniaturized tools that can
sense and manipulate their environment down to the single© XXXX The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Design and fabrication of electrochemical sensing ﬁbers and capillaries. (a) Illustration of the preform-making process. (b) Illustration of
the thermal drawing process for the fabrication of multimaterial and multielectrode ﬁbers. (c) Photograph of drawn ﬁbers and optical micrograph of
the ﬁber cross section.

Functional ﬁbers represent an attractive approach toward
integrated electrochemical sensors with novel form factors.
Manufacturing by thermal drawing is particularly suited
because it allows the simultaneous processing of a variety of
conducting and insulating materials into ﬁbers of complex
architectures and at a large scale.19,20 Examples include
superelastic ﬁbers based on carbon black-loaded polyethylene21,22 or liquid metals23,24 for ﬂexible electronics, structured
nanoscale metallic glass ﬁbers for neural stimulation and
recording,25 and carbon nanoﬁber composites microelectrodes.26 In particular, carbon black (CB) composites are
promising candidates for use as electroactive materials. Indeed,
CB-modiﬁed electrodes have been widely studied as eﬃcient
amperometric sensors, demonstrating competitive electrochemical performances in comparison with carbon nanotubemodiﬁed electrodes.27,28 Furthermore, CB-ﬁlled polycarbonate
is highly suitable for the fabrication of complex ﬁber
geometries by thermal drawing.29 In parallel, the ability to
draw bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) within polymer ﬁbers and
to reach extremely small electrode dimensions and precise
arrangements has been recently demonstrated.25 The amorphous structure of BMGs, free of grain boundaries and
crystalline defects, strongly enhance their corrosion resistance.30−32 The latter combined with their high conductivity
make them the ideal candidates to serve as a pseudoreference
electrode. In particular, Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 (Pt-MG)33 has
shown high durability and electrocatalytic activity in fuel
cells,34−36 as well as good biocompatibility.37
Here, we report on the scalable fabrication of uniﬁed threeelectrode electrochemical sensors in an all-in-ﬁber architecture
using the multimaterial thermal drawing approach. The ﬁber
device consists of polymer composite and metallic glass
electrodes arranged in a polymeric cladding to form an
electrochemical cell with integrated electroactive and pseudoreference functionalities. We demonstrate the versatility of our
approach through the fabrication of two original and
complementary designs: a ﬁber tip microelectrode and a
high-aspect-ratio ﬁber-based electrochemical capillary cell. In
the microelectrode design, we implement a simple chemical
activation step to greatly improve the electroactive performances of CB-ﬁlled polymeric electrodes. As a proof of concept,
we characterize their behavior for the direct measurement of
the common anesthetic drug paracetamol by cyclic voltamme-

try (CV) or chronoamperometry (CA) and show electrontransfer rates comparable with 3D-printed graphene electrodes
as well as superior sensitivity per surface area compared to
commercial screen-printed electrodes (SPE). In a second step,
we take advantage of a high-surface-area capillary shape to
maximize the sensitivity of our electrochemical sensor. The
ﬁber device comprises a hollow core with exposed composite
and MG electrodes, and is mounted on top of a conventional
laboratory pipet tip, which allows facile sampling of microliterrange volumes and their direct analysis by cyclic voltammetry.
We then discuss the eﬀect of inhomogeneities and potential
drop in the context of thin polymeric electrodes, the ensuing
limitations for the proposed design, and how to alleviate them.
Finally, a fully portable system including dedicated low-power
electronics is presented, answering the current need for on-site
measurements with minimal footprint.

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Materials. Polyetherimide plates and conductive polycarbonate
(cPC) ﬁlms were purchased from Boedeker and Goodfellow,
respectively. The Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 master alloys were purchased
from PXGroup (Switzerland). Ribbons were prepared by melt
spinning on a Cu wheel with a rim speed of 20 m/s.
Dimethylformamide (DMF), APAP (N-acetyl-para-aminophenol,
also commonly named acetaminophen, or paracetamol), and
phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS solution, 10×, pH: 7.4, 10 mM)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Switzerland). A 30 mM stock
solution was prepared by dissolving 4.53 mg of APAP in 1 mL of PBS.
Preform Fabrication and Thermal Drawing. The fabrication of
the preform is illustrated in Figure 1a. Grooves of proper dimensions
were milled inside PEI plates to encase the cPC parts. The latter were
obtained by hot pressing cPC ﬁlms at 180 °C for 20 min under
vacuum (Lauﬀer Pressen UVL 5.0). The complete preforms were
consolidated at 240 °C for 30 min in a Meyer Press (Maschinenfabrik
Herbert Meyer GmbH). The two preforms were drawn at set
temperatures of top: 210 °C, middle: 340 ± 3 °C, bottom: 130 °C,
with a feeding speed of 1 mm/min and drawing speeds between 100
and 500 mm/min for the ﬁber tip and between 100 and 250 mm/min
for the hollow ﬁber.
Structural Characterization. The cross-sectional images of the
ﬁbers were taken by light microscopy (Leica DM 2700M).
Micrographs of the composite electrodes at the ﬁber tip were taken
using a Zeiss Merlin ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM) (Zeiss, Göttingen) equipped with a GEMINI II column.
Fiber Probe Preparation. Few centimeter-long probes were cut
from the thermally drawn ﬁber spool using a razor blade. Electrical
B
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Figure 2. Characterization of WE performance. (a) Electron micrographs of carbon-based composite electrode surfaces after polishing and after
chemical treatment, showing the improvement on matrix roughness after dissolution of the polymer matrix with DMF. (b) Cyclic voltammograms
showing the inﬂuence of chemical treatment on the carbon-based WE response to 150 μM APAP in PBS. The polymer matrix was partially
removed by treatment in DMF to improve the active surface area. (c) Cyclic voltammograms of the DMF-treated ﬁber tip in 100 μM APAP with
increasing scan rate from 5 to 200 mV/s. Inset: plot of the peak current vs square root of the scan rate for the polished and DMF-treated ﬁber tip.
connections were achieved by milling the cladding material to expose
the electrodes and connect them with conductive wires. Silver paint
was added to ensure a low-resistance contact and the connections
were protected with a bicomponent epoxy resin to increase their
mechanical resistance. The ﬁber tip was polished with sandpapers
(2000 grit followed by 4000 grit) wetted with distilled water to obtain
debris-free, ﬂat, and homogeneous surface. The cPC surfaces were
chemically activated by dipping the ﬁber for 10 s in acetone, followed
by drying for 5 min in vacuum at 80 °C, and ﬁnally dipping for 10 s in
DMF to partially dissolve the insulating polycarbonate matrix.
Electrochemical Characterization. Electrochemical measurements were performed using an Autolab potentiostat (PGSTAT128N,
Metrohm). The experiments were carried out at room temperature in
PBS as an electrolyte. The OCP measurements were performed in a
two-electrode conﬁguration using a ﬁber with exposed Pt-MG as the
working electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (K0265
AMETEK). Cyclic voltammograms were acquired using the three inﬁber electrodes (Pt-MG as the reference electrode (RE), cPC as the
working electrode (WE) and counter electrode (CE)). APAP was
added to the electrolyte at the desired concentration, and the solution
was stirred for 1.5 min at 250 rpm before recording the
voltammogram. Three voltammograms were recorded at a scan rate
of 50 mV/s between voltages of −0.6 and 1.3 V and the third
voltammogram was used for calibration. The chronoamperometric
response was measured with the same set-up under a potential of 500
mV and a constant stirring of 100 rpm. For the electrochemical
capillary cell, 20 μL of solution was drawn in the hollow core ﬁbers
before each test and the CV measurements were carried out at a scan
rate of 20 mV/s. All of the ﬁber probes were washed with distilled
water between the diﬀerent tests. The heterogeneous rate constant k0
was estimated by performing cyclic voltammograms at diﬀerent scan
rates and following the procedure proposed by Klingler and Kochi38,39
for electrochemically irreversible systems using eq 1
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within a supportive cladding. Based on the list of drawable
materials (Table S1), we identiﬁed carbon black-ﬁlled
polycarbonate (cPC), a PtCuNiP-based metallic glass, and
polyetherimide as materials with reciprocal thermomechanical
compatibility during thermal drawing. Carbon black composites combine a high electrical conductivity and high
electrochemical inertia, and are low-cost alternatives to carbon
nanotubes or graphene.41
The stability of Pt-MG electrode in a PBS has been
demonstrated for cyclic voltammetry in a previous work and it
is conﬁrmed by a stable open-circuit potential (OCP) as
shown in Figure S1.25 The preform is processed by simple
machining techniques and a ﬁnal consolidation in an oven as
shown schematically in Figure 1a. The electrode dimensions
and position were selected to respect the requirements of
having a CE larger than the WE and to facilitate the electrical
connections. The preform is heated above its glass-transition
temperature in a drawing tower and undergoes a continuous
plastic deformation, which results in an extended length of
ﬁbers. The high viscosity of all of the materials at the drawing
temperature enables the preservation of the architecture of the
starting cross section down to the ﬁber level (Figure 1b).42,43
Dozens of meters of ﬁbers can potentially be processed in a
single draw and subsequently cut into thousands of centimeterlong ﬁber sensors (Figure 1c). Furthermore, the ﬁnal
dimension of the ﬁbers can be easily tuned by varying the
drawing speed.
The surface properties of the carbon electrodes were
improved through a simple activation procedure consisting of
the partial dissolution of the insulating polycarbonate matrix
using DMF, as shown in the context of carbon-doped PLA
electrode.44 SEM micrographs of the surface of the WE before
and after the DMF treatment are shown in Figure 2a and reveal
a signiﬁcant increase in the surface roughness and amount of
carbon black exposed at the surface.
The CV curves of a polished and DMF-treated ﬁber were
recorded in PBS and 150 μM APAP (Figure 2b). The probe
consists of a 5 cm long electrochemical ﬁber with typical crosssectional dimensions of 0.6 × 1.2 mm2 and a WE surface of
0.045 mm2. The voltammetric proﬁle before activation shows a
poorly deﬁned oxidation peak around 0.5 V and a minor
reduction peak, indicating an almost electrochemically

(1)
−6

where D is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of APAP (6.6 × 10 cm /s ), β
is the transfer coeﬃcient (assumed 0.5), n is the number of electrons
transferred (n = 2), F is the Faraday constant, v is the scan rate, R is
the gas constant, T is the temperature, and ΔEp is the peak-to-peak
distance.
2

40
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The process begins with the fabrication of a macroscopic
preform housing the diﬀerent conductive materials arranged
C
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irreversible process. In comparison, a 4-fold increase in
oxidation peak current is obtained after the chemical treatment
due to the increase in the electroactive surface area. In
addition, both the oxidation and reduction peaks are better
deﬁned at ∼0.4 and 0.1 V, respectively, which suggests better
reversibility.
The inﬂuence of the scan rate (5−200 mV/s) on the CV
proﬁles of a DMF-treated electrode was also examined in a 100
μM APAP solution (Figure 2c). The peak current appears to
increase linearly with the square root of the scan rate (Figure
2c inset) for both the bare and DMF-treated electrodes, which
indicates a diﬀusion-controlled system. Slopes of 7.7 × 10−4
and 5.9 × 10−3 A/(mV/s)0.5 were measured for the bare and
DMF-treated electrodes, respectively, which can be related to
an increase in active surface area of 7.7 using the Randles−
Sevčik equation. Furthermore, the separation between the
anodic and cathodic peaks at lower scan rates is ∼150 mV
(Figure S2), which suggests slow electron-transfer kinetics,
and/or electrochemically irreversible conditions. Based on the
relationship between the scan rate and peak-to-peak separation, the heterogeneous electron-transfer (HET) rate constant
(k0) for the activated electrode was calculated. An average
value of 5.9 × 10−4 cm/s is obtained, which compares
favorably with 3D-printed graphene electrode39 and DMFtreated graphene/PLA electrodes45 and conﬁrms the successful
activation of our electrodes.
We then characterize the voltammetric response to paracetamol (APAP) of our ﬁber tip sensor by scanning the
potential from −0.6 to 1.3 V. Figure 3a shows an example of
cyclic voltammogram with increasing APAP content from 50
to 300 μM. A linear increase in peak current with APAP
concentration is observed in the tested range (Figure 3a, right).
The sensitivity s of the sensor, deﬁned as the slope of the ﬁtting
curve, is 0.37 nA/μM. This value is lower than values acquired
with SPE electrodes in terms of absolute value, but compares
favorably with values acquired with the commercial SPE if
accounting for the diﬀerent surface areas: 8 × 10−6 nA/μMμm2
for the ﬁber tip, 4 × 10−6 nA/μMμm2 for the SPE.46 The limit
of detection (LOD) is estimated by 3σPBS/s, where σPBS is the
standard deviation of measurements acquired with PBS only (n
= 3) around the peak potential. The calculated value is 1.7 μM,
which is also comparable to those usually acquired with SPE
electrodes.47 Finally, the repeatability of the ﬁber tip is
excellent as shown by the very small standard deviation
calculated after ﬁve sequences of measurements with the same
ﬁber (Figure 3a).
We then demonstrate the potential of our device for
continuous therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM) using
chronoamperometry. TDM is a growing ﬁeld of pharmaceutical research that aims at precisely measuring and controlling
drug dosage in patient’s bioﬂuid to ﬁt the therapeutic demand.
As an example, APAP is one of the most used analgesic and
antipyretic drug to moderate pain and reduce fever. Its usage in
therapeutic doses is considered safe; however, overdoses can
lead to liver, kidney, and renal damages. In the perspective of
implantable sensors for in situ TDM, the possibility to reach
extremely small electrode dimensions and precise arrangement
with the proposed ﬁber geometry is a compelling advantage
toward minimal footprints, high spatial and temporal
resolution, and robustness.
The CA proﬁle was obtained by applying a constant voltage
of 500 mV and measuring the current over time while injecting
APAP. Figure 3b shows a chronoamperometry with successive

Research Article

Figure 3. Characterization of the ﬁber tip electrochemical sensor for
the detection of paracetamol. (a) Left: cyclic voltammograms of the
ﬁber tip sensor with increasing concentrations of paracetamol (50−
300 μM) in PBS. Right: calibration curve determined by measuring
the peak oxidation current at each paracetamol concentration. The
error bars represent the standard deviation of ﬁve consecutive
measurements with the same ﬁber sensor. (b) Left: chronoamperometric response with successive injection of 0.5, 1, 2, 10, and 50 μM
APAP at a stirring speed of 100 rpm. Right: calibration curve
calculated by averaging the current over 30 s after each APAP
injection as shown by the red and blue dots.

injections of 0.5, 1, 2, 10, and 50 μM APAP, under a constant
stirring of 100 rpm. The calibration plot is calculated by
averaging the current over 30 s after each APAP injection as
shown by the red and blue dots in the CA proﬁle. An excellent
linear relationship (R2 = 0.999) is observed in the tested range
with a sensitivity of 0.40 nA/μM and an estimated LOD of
1.13 μM (3σPBS/s). The latter reveal the very good sensing
performance of our ﬁber but need to be considered with
caution since the values depend strongly on the experimental
conditions such as the stirring rate, which inﬂuences the
analyte diﬀusion at the sensor surface.
We now take advantage of the versatility of the thermal
drawing process to elaborate a new type of high-aspect-ratio
electrochemical cells. In this conﬁguration, electrodes are
exposed along the entire length of a hollow ﬁber, therefore
combining a high electroactive area with microﬂuidics
functionalities (Figure 4a). The probes are prepared by
connecting one ﬁber end to a pipet tip, which allows us to
draw a precise volume of solution into the ﬁbers using a
micropipette as shown in Figure 4b. The probe volume
determines the length and surface area of the WE electrode
and therefore the performance of the sensor. In a typical
conﬁguration, the probe consists of a 7 cm long electrochemical capillary cell with an outer cross section ranging
between 0.85 × 1.40 and 1.6 × 2.6 mm2. The CV response to
APAP concentrations ranging from 10 to 300 μM, with a probe
volume of 20 μL corresponding to a WE surface of 7.8 mm2
(without surface activation), is presented in Figure 4c. A
D
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Figure 4. Pipet tip electrochemical sensor based on a capillary ﬁber. (a) Schematic and optical micrograph of the hollow core ﬁber cross section.
(b) Schematic of the device, which comprises a hollow core electrochemical ﬁber, adapted to a pipet tip via heat-shrink tubing. The pipet enables
precise drawing of the solution into the tip, while the high surface area of the electrochemical capillary maximizes the oxidation and reduction
currents. (c) Cyclic voltammograms and calibration curve of the device (using Autolab) for APAP concentrations between 10 and 300 μM. (d)
Cyclic voltammograms of the device in 50 μM APAP with increasing scan rate from 5 to 200 mV/s.

Figure 5. Demonstration of a fully portable electrochemical sensor system. (a) Schematic and photograph of the portable electronic system. (b)
Cyclic voltammograms and calibration curve of a hollow core sensor using the portable system for APAP concentrations between 50 and 300 μM.
The error bars represent the standard variation of three consecutive measurements.

sensitivity of 5.38 nA/μM and LOD of 0.58 μM can be
deduced from the calibration curve (Figure 4c, right). A higher
sensitivity is obtained compared to the ﬁber tip due to the
larger WE surface area. However, the sensitivity per surface
area is limited to 0.69 × 10−6 nA/μMμm2 due to the lower
amount of exposed carbon black and the slower scan rate. The
LOD is comparable again to nonmodiﬁed SPE, which
demonstrates the attractive performance of this ﬁber design
enabling the analysis of small sample solutions.47
It is noteworthy that this capillary-based geometry induces a
larger peak-to-peak distance, a stronger shift in peak voltage
with increasing APAP concentration and wider peaks.
Furthermore, the scan rate study showed ΔEp larger than
600 mV even at scan rates as low as 5 mV/s (Figure 4d).
Several factors related to the high-resistivity electrode material
and sensor geometry can explain these diﬀerences. First, the

electron-transfer rate is relatively slow when using bare cPC as
opposed to its DMF-treated counterpart. Second, depending
on the cell geometry, a signiﬁcant ohmic drop that has to be
subtracted from the applied potential can occur with lowconductivity electrolytes and high-resistance WE electrodes.48,49 Finally, a speciﬁcity of our second cell architecture
lies on the extended length of the WE in contact with the
solution. Due to the high resistance of the WE (∼MΩ), a large
gradient of potential along the WE may be present and the
redox reaction in portions of the electrode far from the
electrical contact might be delayed to larger applied potential
as demonstrated by simulation by Keil.50 The two last eﬀects
are enhanced by large currents and therefore can explain the
observed increase in peak-to-peak separation with increasing
analyte concentration as well as the broadening of the peaks
compared to the ﬁber tip geometry. Additional tests with a
E
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ﬁber of smaller diameter showed larger ΔEp, larger peak shift
with concentration, and a strong broadening of the peaks,
which support these diﬀerent assumptions (Figures S3 and
S4). Some modiﬁcations in the cell design could minimize
these eﬀects such as reducing the distance between the
electrodes or adding a highly conductive metallic electrode
behind the WE to reduce the gradient of potential along the
ﬁber length, and will be the work of future studies.
Finally, the novel design of our probe sensor makes them
attractive for point-of-care and in situ continuous monitoring
in medical diagnostics. Such applications require a fully
portable electronic device including a miniaturized potentiostat. Therefore, we connected our ﬁber sensor to a previously
developed system.47 The portable device is shown in Figure 5a
and it consists of a custom 78 mm × 10 mm size printed circuit
board (PCB) developed with commercial oﬀ-the-shelf
(COTS) components, which implements a quasi-digital
(QD) low-power potentiostat. The PCB relies on quasi-digital
to analog conversion, and vice versa to reduce both size and
power consumption.47 The system consumes 19.5 mW in total.
The CV curves acquired with the portable system connected to
the hollow ﬁber probe are depicted in Figure 5b. The lower
complexity of the system reduces its noise rejection (w.r.t. a lab
instrument), yet the higher noise level does not prevent a very
good level of sensitivity to APAP. The calibration curve shows
high linearity (R2 = 0.998), a sensitivity of 2.8 nA/μM, and an
LOD of 11.3 μM, demonstrating the capabilities of our
portable and small system to detect and measure APAP
concentration in its therapeutic range (50:300 μM) with a
suitable LOD (one-ﬁfth of the minimum value of interest).
Linearity and LOD may be improved by adding hardware or
software ﬁlters, at the cost of an increase in power
consumption and size.

the monitoring of free radicals and antioxidants, a growing
interest in food, environmental, and health monitoring.
Finally, minimizing further the dimensions of ﬁber-based
electrochemical sensors could open their intraoperative use to
guide medical interventions. With the ability to integrate
additional functionalities such as microﬂuidics or optics unique
to the multimaterial ﬁber platform, electrochemical methods
could be applied for in situ detection of tumor-secreted
biomarkers to then decide the release of chemotherapeutic
drugs directly from the ﬁber into the tumor. In this ﬁeld,
electrochemical tissue oxygenation measurements could also
enable a better targeting of, for example, hypoxic tumors,
which are more resistant to radio and chemotherapy, paving
the way toward new diagnosis and therapeutic tools.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we demonstrated a novel approach to produce
all-in-ﬁber electrochemical sensors based on the thermal
drawing approach. By leveraging recent advances in the
multimaterial toolbox, in particular in the ﬁeld of metallic
glass processing, we monolithically integrated electroactive as
well as inert pseudoreference electrodes into a three-electrode
electrochemical cell assembly. The versatility of our approach
for high-throughput production of compact electrochemical
sensors was demonstrated in two innovative conﬁgurations,
namely, a ﬁber tip microelectrode and a high-surface-area
electrochemical capillary cell. We characterized the performances of our devices using paracetamol as a model analyte for
personalized medicine, showing comparable sensitivity to
commercial screen-printed electrodes. However, peak broadening and the absence of any surface functionalization may
limit the selectivity of the device and should be investigated in
more detail.
Future research direction should address the limitations of
high resistance of the polymer composite through the addition
of embedded highly conductive metal electrodes. In parallel,
other materials compatible with the thermal drawing process
could be investigated, such as carbon nanotubes dispersed in a
polymer matrix or in addition to carbon black-ﬁlled polymers
to improve the surface area and electrical conductivity of the
composite electrode. The electrocatalytic activity of the
platinum-based metallic glass toward hydrogen peroxide
could also open up interesting perspectives for the detection
of metabolites, such as enzyme-mediated glucose detection, or
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